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girded themselves in decorative work, doing the behest of their
Sovereign Lord.
The king, says Manu, must examine and uphold the
laws of the guilds; and the merchant and craftsman hold
a very important place in society. The king must regulate
prices once in five days, and all weights and measures must
be duly marked. 'Let the King re-examine them twice a
year.' This was to protect merchant and buyer alike, and
to establish confidence. Manifold were the duties of Indian
kingship, but they were made possible by a theory, the
Varnashramadharma, or 'sanction of caste-duties', which
still holds Indian society together, and which Indian
patriots seek to reform but not to change. This unity of
Indian life it is which underlies the achievements of the
Guptan era. Each worker is to find salvation in doing his
appointed task, and the Emperor is hailed by the artist as
a fellow-craftsman.
The code of Manu belongs in* its present form to the
first five centuries of our era. Originally representing the
customs of the Brahmins it has become binding on Hindu
society, for it sets forth not only rules for religious obser-
vances, but also for the administration of justice, and regu-
lates domestic life in all its details. A Hindu is, in fact,
one who observes this dharma.
Perhaps the best source-book for the ethical life of India
is the Great Epics. Here, too, the hand of Brahmin
editors can be clearly traced, and their influence through
these immense poems has been incalculable. The Maha-
bharata, which is more than twenty times the length of the
Aeneidy is known everywhere in India. It deals with an
ancient civil war between Pandus and Kurus, The Rama-
yana, which is much shorter, deals with the advance of the
Aryans into southern India. If the earlier epic tells us of
the Lunar race of the middle country, the latter deals with
the Solar people of the west, and sets before us Sita,
the loyal wife, and Rama her husband, the ideal warrior
of India, Their adventures and their alliance with bear-
and monkey-people of the south are favourite themes

